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Just the
beginning
As New Zealand’s
craft distilling industry
grows, so too does
the collective passion
of those involved.
We talk to the couple
behind Taranaki’s
Juno gin, whose aim
is to help enhance
locally made gins and
the country’s distilling
community as a whole.
THE GROWTH
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Looking for local

FEATURE

Project Juniper

“We worked with a seed
company to bring in
angelica archangelica seed
from Germany and we’ve
had that grown at two
different sites in Taranaki.”
CRAIG JONES - STRATEGY COLLECTIVE

Juniperus
communis Linnaeus

Botanical terroir

The juniper berry
Although known as berries, the juniper berry is actually a
fertilised female seed cone from a juniper tree (a type of
conifer found predominantly in the Northern Hemisphere). It is an
unusually fleshy cone, which gives it a berry-like appearance.
Male and female trees must be relatively close for fertilisation to occur. Cones from the
Juniperus Communis are the ones used most commonly to give gin its distinctive flavour.
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angelica archangelica

“Our major drive is to determine whether we’ve got
enough genetic diversity within the juniper population
here to allow us to be commercially viable.”

Learning a language

Raising a glass to the future

1

Juno Gin
The Juno range includes Juno Extra
Fine Dry Gin and four small batch
limited seasonal releases, which Jo
James says will reflect each year’s
growing season. They also work on
smaller experimental releases, such
as a barrel-aged called Styx,
which was released for spring.
Recent accolades for Juno Extra
Fine Dry Gin include a Bronze
Medal at IWSC 2018 and a Silver
Medal at the San Francisco World
Spirits Competition 2018, as well as
a Double Gold Medal at SFWSC
for its packaging. Juno gin is also
exported.
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Massey University
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